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Abstract
This work proposes a novel algorithm to gen-
erate natural language adversarial input for
text classification models, in order to investi-
gate the robustness of these models. It involves
applying gradient-based perturbation on the
sentence embeddings that are used as the fea-
tures for the classifier, and learning a decoder
for generation. We employ this method to
a sentiment analysis model and verify its ef-
fectiveness in inducing incorrect predictions
by the model. We also conduct quantitative
and qualitative analysis on these examples and
demonstrate that our approach can generate
more natural adversaries. In addition, it can
be used to successfully perform black-box at-
tacks, which involves attacking other existing
models whose parameters are not known. On
a public sentiment analysis API, the proposed
method introduces a 20% relative decrease in
average accuracy and 74% relative increase in
absolute error.
1 Introduction
Adversarial attacks on neural networks have
drawn a significant amount of attention. The ma-
jority of these attacks are targeting computer vi-
sion models in which convolutional neural net-
works (CNN) are employed. Due to the fact
that input features to these models are continuous,
we can apply perturbation that is indistinguish-
able by humans. (Szegedy et al., 2013). In con-
trast, generating adversarial samples has not been
attempted for natural language processing (NLP)
models until recently. The discrete nature of the
input obfuscates the use of existing methods of
generating adversarial examples (Papernot et al.,
2016). Unlike image data, textual input consists
of individual words that are represented by em-
beddings (Mikolov et al., 2013), but we cannot
directly apply perturbation to them and find an-
other word. Several approaches have been pro-
posed to solve this problem, such as a Gumbel-
Softmax (Kusner and Herna´ndez-Lobato, 2016),
policy gradient, and Monte-Carlo search (Yu et al.,
2017). However, most existing methods try to
minimize the number of word edits, which often
lead to unnaturalness that is easily detected by hu-
mans (Jia and Liang, 2017; Zhao et al., 2018).
How to create a generative model for natural ad-
versarial examples remains an unsolved problem.
Thus, we propose a novel approach that employs a
sequence decoder to create natural adversarial ex-
amples.
In addition, adversarial attacks can be cate-
gorized into two scenarios, i.e., white-box and
black-box. The former has access to the pa-
rameters and structure of the model, and the lat-
ter lacks such information (Narodytska and Ka-
siviswanathan, 2016). Black-box attacks are more
challenging in that they usually require a large
number of queries to the model. However, they are
more valuable towards evaluating machine learn-
ing models (Papernot et al., 2017).
This work aims to generate adversarial sen-
tences that are natural as well as capable of white-
box and black-box attacks. We propose a novel
algorithm that perturbs the sentence encoding by
calculating gradients w.r.t. an alternative class, and
utilize a well-trained decoder for sequence gener-
ation. We also experiment with a black-box attack
against an online sentiment classifier. The main
contributions of this work can be summarized as
follows.
1. Propose a novel method of generating natural
adversarial examples using gradients.
2. Examine the objective quality of the exam-
ples through BLEU scores and perplexity.
3. Conduct human evaluation of the quality of
adversarial sentences produced by different
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Figure 1: Illustration of the proposed attack model.
The classifier network consists of an LSTM encoder
followed by a fully connected layer, and the attacker
consists of an LSTM decoder.
methods.
4. Perform black-box attacks against a real
world online sentiment classifier to validate
the effectiveness of our approach.
2 Methodology
At the outset, we train the target of our at-
tack, which is an LSTM-based sequence classi-
fier. We assume this target model follows the
encoder-based framework: given an input x, an
encoder is used to generate the encoded input z =
Encoder(x), and then the predicted label is com-
puted by the classifier y = h(z). Loss for the
model is defined as the cross-entropy between the
predicted class and true class labels.
2.1 Generating Adversarial Examples
In our adversarial example generation algorithm,
we first calculate gradients of the encoder output
w.r.t. a target (opposite) label, and apply perturba-
tion on the encoder output using FGSM (Goodfel-
low et al., 2015) method before sending it to the
decoder. The problem can be formulated as min-
imizing the loss function L(yˆ,yadv), s.t. ‖zadv −
z‖ ≤ , where zadv is the adversarial encoded in-
put, z is the original encoded input, yˆ = h(zadv)
is the output of the classifier h(·), yadv is the ad-
versarial target class.
To facilitate the white-box attack setting, a de-
coder D(·) is trained using the output of the en-
coder z such that D(z) = x′. Loss for the de-
coder is defined as the cross-entropy between the
input sequence and decoded sequence. To gener-
ate adversarial examples, we first pass the original
input sentence into the encoder and obtain a se-
quence encoding as well as the classifier output.
Then, we calculate gradients of the classifier out-
put w.r.t. a fake target and propagate back to the
sentence encoding. Specifically, the cross entropy
of the classifier output yˆ against the fake target
yadv is defined as
Ladv(yˆ,yadv) = (1)
− [yˆ log yadv + (1− yˆ) log(1− yadv)]
The fake target yadv is set to be the opposite of
the original label. We then obtain the gradient
of Ladv with respect to the encoded input x as
∇zLadv(h(z),yadv). Finally, we apply FGSM as
follows:
zadv = z − × sign (∇zLadv(h(z),yadv)) (2)
Note that applying the gradient step with more it-
erations such as PGD-attack (Madry et al., 2017)
could potentially boost the performance, but we
found one step of FGSM already leads to a good
solution in the embedding space. The perturbed
encoding zadv is sent to the decoder D(·) for
generation of an adversarial sequence xadv =
D(zadv). We can then gradually perturb the sen-
tence encoding by increasing . In this way, we
can modulate the perturbation on the sentence en-
coding space and observe its impact on the classi-
fier as well as the generator.
3 Experiments
3.1 Dataset
We utilize the Yelp reviews polarity dataset re-
leased by Zhang et al. (2015) in our experiments.
It contains 280,000 training samples and 19,000
test samples for each polarity. At the outset, each
review is tokenized using the spaCy English tok-
enizer. Then, we apply byte-pair encoding (Sen-
nrich et al., 2016) to further segment words into
subword units. The vocabulary size is limited to
approximately 8,000 subwords. Finally, each re-
view is cropped to maximally 30 units.
3.2 Model Architecture
The input sequence is converted to embed-
dings (Mikolov et al., 2013) with 512 dimensions.
We train a 1-layer LSTM encoder and decoder,
both with hidden dimensions of 512. The encoder
is regularized using the method and hyperparam-
eters proposed by Zhao et al. (2017). In addition,
a 100-dimension fully connected network follows
the encoder as the classifier. The classifier and de-
coder are trained for 20 epochs until it converges
on 94% classification accuracy on the training set
and 86% on the test set.
3.3 Evaluation Metrics
Objective evaluation involves gradually increasing
the  value and observe multiple metrics on the
test set, namely, mis-classification rate of the clas-
sifier and average BLEU score (Papineni et al.,
2002). Mis-classification rate denotes the percent-
age that the classifier produces an incorrect label,
and BLEU scores evaluate the overlap of the orig-
inal input and its corresponding adversarial exam-
ple. We also calculate a language model trained
on the training set to estimate the quality of the
generated examples.
On the other hand, subjective analysis include
human evaluation of the readability and sentiment
of sentences generated by both methods. We re-
cruit Amazon Mechanical Turkers to determine
the naturalness and sentiment of the examples.
We further validate the effectiveness of these two
methods on a free online sentiment analysis ser-
vice by measuring the variation in accuracy and
absolute error.
The compared method proposed by Papernot
et al. (2016) utilizes the Jacobian-based saliency
map attack (denoted as JSMA). It consists of
greedily substituting each word in the input se-
quence with the most salient candidate. The
salient feature is produced by computing gradients
of word features with regards to a target class.
4 Results
Quantitative analysis of the effect of adversarial
examples on the classifier is visualized in Figure 2.
We observe that the mis-classification (error) rate
positively relates to the epsilon value. However,
the decrease in BLEU score is not drastic. This in-
dicates that our method can successfully fool the
classifier with only a few modifications. Further-
more, we train a language model that obtains a
log perplexity of 4.2 on the training set in order to
evaluate the similarity of the generated sentences.
The adversarial examples that our model gener-
ated using the test set obtain a log perplexity of
4.8, while that of the JSMA method is 6.1. This
again demonstrates that our method can produce
sentences that are more similar to the distribution
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Figure 2: The effect of increasing the  value on mis-
classification rate and BLEU scores on the test set.
of the training data.
Next, we observe the results from human eval-
uation of the readability and ‘human accuracy’
of judging the sentiment of the adversarial ex-
amples. Recall that a better adversarial example
should have a higher readability and not affect hu-
man judgment of the sentiment, therefore obtain a
greater human accuracy score. Snippets of an orig-
inal and generated sentence is listed in Table 1.
Label Sentence
P I am currently trying to give this company an-
other chance. I have had the same scheduling
experience as others have written about. Wrote
to them today
N I am currently trying to give this company an-
other
:::::
review. I have had the same
::::
dental
::::::::
experience
::::
about
:::::
others
::
or
::::::
written
::::
with
:
a
:::::
name.
:::::
Thanks to them today
Table 1: Original and adversarial inputs generated by
the proposed method. The underlined words highlight
their differences.
We refer readers to Appendix A for more exam-
ples created by different methods. 600 samples
using  = 0.02 are randomly selected from the test
set for human evaluation, and the results are pre-
sented in Table 2. In average, the workers give a
higher readability score 0.63 to the sentences gen-
erated by our method, as opposed to 0.37 by the
compared method. As for the human accuracy
scores, they indicate that the sentiment remains
unchanged for the human judges, which is a de-
sirable trait in adversarial examples. Results show
that our method is only slightly better with a hu-
man accuracy of 46.6%. Although our method is
superior at generating natural sentences, it remains
a challenge to create natural language adversaries
that are unnoticeable by humans.
Finally, we attempt a black-box attack by send-
ing the same adversarial sentences that were used
in the human judgment task above into the Ama-
zon Comprehend API for sentiment analysis. We
Method Readability Human Accuracy
JSMA 0.59 45.9%
Ours 1 46.6%
Table 2: Human evaluation of the adversarial exam-
ples generated by two methods. Readability is a rel-
ative measure of the naturalness of the sentences, and
human accuracy refers to the percentage of examples
that are correctly classified by human raters.
verify that they can successfully cause the classi-
fier to predict incorrect sentiment labels, as indi-
cated in Figure 3, even though their model is not
our intended target. Our method can reduce accu-
racy by 20% (77%→ 61%) and increase error by
74% (0.43→ 0.73) relatively of the online classi-
fier. These effects are comparable to those caused
by the compared method. Taking into account the
fact that human judges favor the sentences gener-
ated by our method as more readable, we believe
the proposed model is superior at generating natu-
ral adversarial examples.
Figure 3: Comparison of accuracy and absolute error
of an online sentiment analysis system when receiving
original and adversarial inputs from two attack meth-
ods.
5 Related Work
An abundant amount of work has been done on
adversarial attacks that target CNNs. On the
other hand, attempts to attack Recurrent neu-
ral networks (RNN) are relatively few and far
between. LSTM (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber,
1997) cell is commonly used in sequence to se-
quence (Sutskever et al., 2014) or sequence clas-
sification RNNs. Most existing methods try to
identify the most crucial words or positions to per-
form edits such as substituting, deleting, or in-
serting. Several gradient-based methods are used
to find such words or positions (Liang et al.,
2017; Samanta and Mehta, 2017; Yang et al.,
2018). Fast Gradient Sign Method (Goodfellow
et al., 2015) is used to produce an adversarial input
to RNN-based classifiers (Papernot et al., 2016;
Liang et al., 2017). Ebrahimi et al. (2018) pro-
pose ‘HotFilp’ that replaces the word or character
that possesses the largest difference in the Jaco-
bian matrix. Li et al. (2016) employs reinforce-
ment learning to find the best words to delete.
Jia and Liang (2017) attempts to craft adversar-
ial input to a question answering system by insert-
ing irrelevant sentences at the end of a paragraph.
Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) has also
been used to produce natural adversarial exam-
ples by Zhao et al. (2018). However, their work
perturbs the latent code produces by the GAN,
whereas the current research alters the encoder’s
output directly. Moreover, Cheng et al. (2018)
develop an algorithm for attacking sequence-to-
sequence models with specific constraints on the
content of the adversarial examples. Belinkov and
Bisk (2018) employ typos and generate artificial
noise as adversarial input to machine translation
models. Rule-based attack has the advantage of
generating examples that are guaranteed to be nat-
ural (Ribeiro et al., 2018). However, it is not easy
to select the best rule(s) for each input sequence.
This work differs from previous research in
that we operate on the sentence encoding space.
One major benefit is that the proposed method
can generate more natural sentence given enough
training of the decoder, whereas other word-level
modifications often produce ungrammatical sen-
tences (Papernot et al., 2016; Liang et al., 2017;
Samanta and Mehta, 2017; Yang et al., 2018).
Also, compared to rule-based methods, our ap-
proach has a higher rate of success. Furthermore,
our method allows a gradual modification of the
polarity of generated text, whereas other methods
simply inverts the polarity.
6 Conclusions
We propose a novel adversarial example gener-
ation method via gradient-based perturbation on
the sentence embeddings, and a well-trained de-
coder. Experimental results show that it success-
fully attacks classifiers in white-box and black-
box scenarios, and the naturalness of these sen-
tences is validated via human evaluation. Fu-
ture work involves conducting more comprehen-
sive experiments on other tasks such as machine
translation or question answering. We also plan
to integrate language model pre-training (Howard
and Ruder, 2018) to further improve the quality of
the generated sentences.
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Appendix A: Adversarial examples
Table 3: Adversarial examples generated by the proposed method using increasing  values that gradually changes
the original input sentence from positive to negative, as compared to Papernot et al. 2016. Differences between
the original and generated sentence are underlined, and bold fonts indicate strong sentimental words.
Sentiment Sentence
Original
Positive The staff at Urbana Tire Company have always been very friendly , knowledgeable , and
incredibly helpful . They always provide real timely service at an
Generated by our model
Positive The staff at Urbana Tire Company
:::
has
::::::
pretty
::::
fast
:
,
::::::
many
::::::::
friendly
:
,
::::::::::
extremely
::::::
caring
:::
and
::::::
pretty helpful . They always provide real service at an
Negative The staff at Urbana Tire Company
:::
has
::::::
pretty
:::::
busy
:
,
::::
not
::::::::::::::
knowledgeable
:
,
::::::
some
::::
very
::::::
caring
::::::::::
employees . They always provide real
:::::::
efficient
::::
and
::::
will
::::::
always
:
Generated by Papernot et al. 2016
Negative
::::::
shuring
:::::::
talgolf
:::
On
:::::::::::
unpleasant Tire Company have always been very friendly , knowl-
edgeable , and incredibly helpful . They always provide real timely service at an
Sentiment Sentence
Original
Positive I ca n’t believe I have not reviewed Gymboree ! We have been attending classes here for
over a year , and my child looks forward to
Generated by our model
Positive I ca n’t believe I have not reviewed
::::::::
Dunmyst
:
!
::::
We
:::
’ve
:
been attending classes here for
over a year , and my child looks forward to
Negative I ca n’t believe I have not reviewed
::::::::
Dunmyst
:
!
:::
We
::::
are
::::::
during
:::
my
::::::::::
Henderson
::::::::
wedding
::
to
:::::
avoid
:
a
:::::
room
::
,
:::
and
:::::
after
:::::::
reading
:::::
these
:::::::::
questions
:
.
Generated by Papernot et al. 2016
Negative
:::::::
broccoli
:::::::
trouble
::::::::
removed
::::::::
Nothing
:::::
THAt
:
reviewed Gymboree ! We have been attending
classes here for over a year , and my child looks forward to
Sentiment Sentence
Original
Positive love it here ! the pastries are always excellent and baked fresh at their other site . Its a
pretty big place , there are always seats inside and out
Generated by our model
Negative
:::::
These
:::::
place
::::
are
::
so
::::
tiny
::
!
::::::
While
::::
the
:::::::::
smoothies
:::::
have
:::::
been
:::::::
unique
::::
and
::::
they
::::
had
::::::
couple
::::
there
:
,
::
a
::::::
pretty
::::::::
different
:::::
place
:
.
:
there are always
::::::::
available
::
in
::::::::
crowded
:
Generated by Papernot et al. 2016
Negative
::::
jting
::::
have
::::
pay
:::::::
limited
:::::::
Having
::::::::
probably
:
excellent and baked fresh at their other site . Its
a pretty big place , there are always seats inside and out
Table 4: Adversarial examples generated by the proposed method using increasing  values that gradually changes
the original input sentence from negative to positive, as compared to Papernot et al. 2016. Differences between
the original and generated sentence are underlined, and bold fonts indicate strong sentimental words.
Sentiment Sentence
Original
Negative Food was not good . Wife said the chicken tacos tasted horrible . Cheese enchilada tasted
like dirt . The bean burrito was ok but I had them add
Generated by our model
Negative Food was not good . Wife said the chicken tacos tasted horrible . Cheese enchilada tasted
like
:::::::
rubbers
:
.
:::::
They
:::::
serve
:::::
beer
::
so
:
I had them
:::
but
::
jo
:
Positive Food was not
::
the
:::::
beat
:::
my
:::::::
brother
::::
said
::
.
::::::::
chicken
::::::
tasted
::::::
cheap
:::::::
chicken
::::::
again
:
.
::::::
Bread
:::::
tastes like dirt . The bean burrito was ok but I had them add
Generated by Papernot et al. 2016
Positive
:::::
Vegas
::::::
mmm
:::
this
::::::::::::
AMAZING
:
!
::::::
While
::::::
trafeel
:::::::
spoiled
::::::
China
::::
feel
:::::
defor
::::
The
:::::
scale
:
enchi-
lada tasted like dirt . The bean burrito was ok but I had them add
Sentiment Sentence
Original
Negative I am currently trying to give this company another chance . I have had the same schedul-
ing experience as others have written about . Wrote to them today
Generated by our model
Negative I am currently trying to give this company another chance . I have had the same
::::::::
treatment
::
of
:::::
about
::::::
doing
::::::::
business
::::::::
franchise
:
.
:::
As
::
I
::::
will
:::
try
::::::
myself
:
Positive I am currently trying to give this company another
:::::
review
:
. I have had the same
:::::
dental
:::::::::
experience
::::::
about
::::::
others
::
or
:::::::
written
::::
with
::
a
:::::
name
:
.
::::::::
Thanks
:
to them today
Generated by Papernot et al. 2016
Positive
:::::::
NEVER
::::::::
ecAYCE
::::
But
:::::
style
::
’s
::
!
:::
n’t
:::::::
boring
:::::::::::::
Unfortunately
::
in
::::::::
waiting
::
IS
::::::
books
:::::::
amount
:::::::
location
:::::
mind
::::
trip
::::
was
:::::::
student
::::::::::
Sascwritten
:
about . Wrote to them today
Sentiment Sentence
Original
Negative We tried to eat here . I do n’t know why Paris thought it was a good idea to have this as
the only place to get food in their
Generated by our model
Negative We tried to eat here . I do n’t know why Paris thought it was
:
in
::
a
:::::
cool
:::::::
looking
:::
for
:::
the
:::::
whole
:::::
year
::::
that
::
to
:::
this
::::::
buffet
::::
and
:
2
::::::
inside
:
Positive I
:
tried to eat here . I do n’t know why Paris thought it was
::
in
::
a
:::::
great
::::
idea
:::
of
:::
the
:::
all
:::
you
:::
can
::::
here
:::
to
:::
get
::
it
::::
from
:
their
Generated by Papernot et al. 2016
Positive
::::
food
:::
but
:::::::
Eavoid
:::::::::
expensive
:::::::
Thanka
:::::
place
:::::::::::::::
misercustomers
:::::::
Update
:::::::::::
immediately
::::
that
::::
also
::
at
:::::::::::
Cadelightful
:
idea to have this as the only place to get food in their
